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Priviate IMAX Theater 360° Sound Field
Wireless drive 50mm large diaphragm headphone unit.High �delity panoramic sound �eld. 110 degree super view angle,

immersive in private IMAX movie, full of surprise, Enjoy a stunning visual experience!

BOBOVR Z6
2019 Innovation VR Headset
Comfortable / Wireless / Stylish

BUY OR OEM



http://www.bobovr.com/e/tool/feedback/?bid=4
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110 °FOV
Aspheric high lens New HD world

Optimized optical design to e�ectively eliminate stray light and halo, larger and clearer �eld of view.

Comfortable Wearing & Easily Adjustable

WIRELESS HIGH SPEED AUDIO STREAMING
With V4.2+ERD, not only supporting high-quality audio streams, but also help reduce power loss, charging for 2.5

hours, using 25 hours.
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High-end soft leather face padding e�ectively prevents lens fogging.The spacious interior space can �t the use of glasses
for the myopia. Myopia 400° to hyperopia 200° can be adjusted.

Foldable design, Easy to carry
3 seconds to fold the headset, very convenient for casual use and everyday carry.

WIDE SOUND FIELD, MORE REAL SENSE OF
PRESENCE

Optimized sound cavity , better bass e�ect, wider sound �eld. The over-ear design can restore the sound of the
real scene, with noise isolation function, you will neither be disturbed, nor make noise to others.
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New upgrade of appearance material

Massive resources, tour the VR world

Comfortable leather face E�cient
cooling solutions

With elegant and re�ned leather surface,
departing from the conventional pattern.

Foldable design Compact and
convenient

Width 158mm, Length 119mm. It's smaller
than you can imagine.

Wide compatiblility 
design

Compatible with 4.7-6.2i
6.5inch) Android & IOS 
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Content has always been an indispensable part of the VR experience. The new BOBOVR Z6 is compatible most VR apps.

Gaming Fun Trigger
The conductive touch button/trigger at the top gives you a lot of fun in games without a remote controller. It allows you to

easily control all the VR games that support trigger.
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Detail Speci�cation

Size 140*181*115mm（After folding）

Weight N.G. 420 g(include earphone,headband)

Body craft Leather+Skin-friendly foam

Lens 52mm Hyperboloid lens

Power/ Charging DC 5.0V±0.3V, Micro USB port

Battery 3.7V lithium polymer battery，350mA/H

Working time About 25 hours

Protocol A2DP、AVRCP、HFP、HSP

Compatible Phone Over Android 4.4、IOS 8

CONTACT US

BOBOVR was set up in 2014,we focus on the development and manufacture of standalone vr headset and mobile VR, if you want to distribute or
customize, please contact us

 Email: ray@bobovr.com

 Phone: (+86) 0755-33941915

 1st Floor,building 41,software Town of Universiade,Shenzhen,China

   

USEFUL LINKS

 BOBOVR X6

 BOBOVR Z6

 BOBOVR Z5

 BOBOVR Z4

 BOBOVR Z4 MINI

 About US

 Security check

SUBSCRIBE

Subscribe to our newsletter and stay up to date with the latest news and deals! Aenean imperdiet nisi a dolor condimentum.

   



mailto:ray@bobovr.com
https://www.facebook.com/huxiaominriji
http://www.bobovr.com/product/x6/
http://www.bobovr.com/product/z6/
http://www.bobovr.com/product/bobovrz5/
http://www.bobovr.com/product/bobovrz4/
http://www.bobovr.com/product/Z4MINI/
http://www.bobovr.com/order/
http://www.bobovr.com/order/antifake/
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